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Abstract: The improvement of wind turbine performance poses a constant challenge to researchers and
designers in the field. As a result, the literature presents new concepts of wind turbines (WTs), such as:
counter-rotating wind turbines (CRWTs) with two coaxial wind rotors revolving in opposite directions,
WTs with higher-efficiency and downsized transmission systems, or WTs with counter-rotating electric
generators (CREGs). Currently, there are a few solutions of WTs, both containing counter-rotating
components; however, they can only be used in small-scale applications. Aiming to extend the
use of WTs with counter-rotating wind rotors (CRWRs) and CREGs to medium- and large-scale
applications, this paper introduces and analyzes a higher-performance WT solution, which integrates
two counter-rotating wind rotors, a 1 degree of freedom (DOF) planetary speed increaser with four
inputs and outputs, and a counter-rotating electric generator. The proposed system yields various
technical benefits: it has a compact design, increases the output power (which makes it suitable for
medium- and large-scale wind turbines) and allows a more efficient operation of the electric generator.
The kinematic and static computing methodology, as well as the analytical models and diagrams
developed for various case studies, might prove useful for researchers and designers in the field to
establish the most advantageous solution of planetary speed increasers for the CRWTs with CREGs.
Moreover, this paper extends the current database of WT speed increasers with an innovative concept
of 1 DOF planetary gearbox, which is subject to a patent application.

Keywords: wind turbine; counter-rotating wind rotors; counter-rotating electric generator;
speed increaser; kinematic and static modelling; operating point

1. Introduction

In recent years, wind power has increasingly become a feasible alternative in providing electrical
energy to fossil fuels, although it is site-dependent and its conversion is influenced by the equipment
performance. Therefore, the increase of wind turbine (WT) efficiency and the better use of onsite wind
potential are goals which definitely pose a major challenge to researchers and designers in the field.
Different theoretical approaches and technical solutions have been developed and used to reduce
energy loss in WT conversion system; e.g., increasing nominal power or improving the conversion of
wind energy into electrical energy.

Over the years, research in the field of WTs has covered more and more issues regarding the
improvement of their performance by introducing new concepts of WTs with variations in both shape
and number of rotors and/or blades, by designing more efficient and downsized transmission systems
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for WTs, or by integrating new solutions of electric generators, etc. [1–8]. Thus, the range of WT
solutions that are currently available on the market has been steadily enlarged, from single-rotor
to counter-rotating systems, capable of operating with either horizontal or vertical axis [1,2,9,10],
and equipped with innovative mechanical transmissions and efficient electric generators. Consequently,
the literature presents new concepts of WTs that meet the requirements for increased performance
and optimal use of wind potential, such as large-capacity WTs using multiple, smaller rotors in
different spatial arrangements [11], counter-rotating wind turbines (CRWTs) with two coaxial wind
rotors revolving in opposite directions [10,12,13], or counter-rotating electric generators (CREGs)
composed by both mobile rotors and stators turning with opposite speeds, which increase the output
power of WTs. Moreover, for the speed of wind rotors (which is generally low) to comply with
the speed parameters of the electric generator, a gearbox—operating as a speed increaser—may be
integrated into WT conversion systems. Thus, both the wind rotor(s) and the electric generator can
operate at their maximum efficiency. The speed increasers for WTs can be of fixed-axes [3,14,15] or
planetary type [12,16–27], the latter being mainly used to produce high kinematic ratios, as is the
case with counter-rotation wind systems [23,24]. Other solutions of WT gearboxes are variable-ratio
transmissions [28] and hybrid planetary transmissions with incorporated control systems [29,30].

The analysis of the WT solutions presented in the literature in recent years allows their
systematization according to the type of the components that are integrated in the WT conversion
systems (i.e., wind rotors, transmission, and electric generator). The common WT is a single-rotor
system, with 1 degree of freedom (DOF) fixed axes or planetary transmission and a classical generator.
The use of counter-rotating motions with either the wind rotors or the electric generator improves WT
performance. The counter-rotating solutions span a variety of WT systems, as follows: (a) WTs with
CRWRs + 1 DOF gearbox + classical generator [13,18,31,32]; (b) WTs with CRWRs + 2 DOF gearbox +

classical generator [2,4,5,7–9,16,21,22,25,26,32–37]; (c) WTs with single wind rotor + 1 DOF gearbox +

CREG [1,20,32,38]; (d) WTs with CRWRs + 1 DOF gearbox + CREG [19,32,39,40]; and (e) WTs with
CRWRs + 2 DOF gearbox + CREG [32]. The use of (a) and (b) types of WTs leads to an increase in
efficiency of up to 64% during the steady-state regime versus the single-rotor type [2,4,7–9,16,32–35],
and to an automatic adjustment of rotors speed to the wind behavior [2,36]. Due to the relatively low
capacity of the CREGs, solution (c) is suitable to be implemented in the built environment. This type
of electric generators—characterized by increased efficiency as compared to the classical ones—can
be combined with wind rotors with two rows of blades, which are more efficient than those with a
single row of blades, leading to wind systems with higher electrical power than the conventional ones.
The behavior of such electric generators under dynamic conditions and their optimal functioning are
approached in [41,42]. Solutions (d) and (e) are hardly tackled in the literature. Type (d) WTs presented
in [39,40] are low-capacity systems, which contain complex fixed-axes gearboxes placed between
the CRWRs and the CREG. A similar solution, though with a less complex transmission system, is
proposed by the authors and described in [19]. Type (e) WT is presented merely as a concept in [32].

To conclude, the latest research in the field presents and analyzes—in a wide range of specialized
studies—the performance of WTs with either CRWRs or CREGs. The solutions including both
counter-rotating components are seldom addressed and are only suitable for low-capacity applications.
The main drawbacks of the CRWTs refer to the mechanical complexity, complex aerodynamic
characteristics, and higher initial cost compared to the single-rotor WTs. The dynamic behavior of
CRWTs depend on the arrangement of wind rotors: on the same or on opposite sides of the tower;
higher dynamic challenges are raised by the first case of CRWTs due to the influence of the wind rotors
on the airflows. The gearboxes integrated in these WTs have a complex structure consisting of spur
gear trains [40] or spur and bevel gear trains [39] with fixed axes and relatively low amplification
kinematic ratios.

With regard to the WT operation, the studies in the literature approach various topics, such as:
the impact of design parameters on WT performance, the increase in efficiency by using appropriate
control algorithms and strategies [43,44], the analysis of WT optimal design [32,37], or the comparison
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of different types of WTs in terms of energy output [24,28,29,45]. The dynamic analysis of CRWTs
is approached in [46,47], while numerical simulations of the aerodynamic performance of a CRWT
are presented in [5,9,48,49]. Different adaptive methods for fast optimal pitch angle control of the
WTs under variable wind speeds are proposed in the literature, e.g., by using artificial neural network
(ANN) controllers, fuzzy logic based controllers, or hybrid ANN-fuzzy controllers [50].

Aiming to extend the use of type (d) WTs to medium- and large-scale applications, this paper
introduces and analyzes a higher-performance WT solution, which integrates two CRWRs, a 1 DOF
planetary speed increaser with four inputs and outputs, and a CREG. The proposed system with
counter-rotating components has a compact design, increases the output power, and allows a more
efficient operation of the electric generator. The system structure, the kinematic and static properties
and correlations of the proposed speed increaser are described in Section 2. The kinematic modeling of
the planetary gearbox is presented in Section 3, while torque values and efficiency are analytically
modeled in Section 4. WT power flows, efficiency and operating point in steady state regime are further
analyzed in four different cases of the speed increaser functioning. Besides the proposed analysis
methodology and analytical models for efficiency and output power, the paper extends the database of
speed increasers for WTs with an innovative 1 DOF planetary transmission concept, which is subject to
a patent application.

2. Problem Formulation

The general scheme of a CRWT containing a CREG and a 1 DOF speed increaser is presented in in
Figure 1. The two rotors R1 and R2 are rotating in opposite directions; similarly, the electric generator
rotor (GR) and the electric generator stator (GS) have opposite rotations, thus increasing the relative
speed between them. The 1 DOF speed increaser (with the mechanism degree of freedom M = 1) has
four external links (L = 4, Figure 1b), the inputs being connected to the two wind rotors, while the
outputs to the rotor and stator of the electric generator.

The electric generator with fixed stator and mobile rotor which is rotating with a speed equal to
the relative speed of the CREG will be further referred to as equivalent electric generator.

Conventionally, the main input of the speed increaser is connected to the main wind rotor R1,
while the secondary input to the wind rotor R2; the two outputs are connected to the rotor GR and
stator GS of the counter-rotating electric generator.

The 1 DOF speed increasers have the properties of summing up the input torques generated
by the wind rotors R1 and R2, as well as transmitting an independent external motion (in this case,
the speed of the main wind rotor R1) to the other three external links, in a determined way. Therefore,
these speed increasers take up the mechanical power from two wind rotors with counter-rotating
motions and transmit it to the counter-rotating electric generator, on the condition of summing up the
input torques and the increase of the electric generator speed as well.
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Figure 1. Counter-rotating wind turbine with counter-rotating electric generator: (a) general conceptual
scheme; (b) block scheme of the speed increaser (SI) with two inputs and two outputs (R1—main wind
rotor, R2—secondary wind rotor, GR—electric generator rotor, GS—electric generator stator, L—number
of mechanism inputs and outputs, M—mechanism degree of freedom).
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The 1 DOF planetary speed increaser has the following kinematic and static properties:

(a) conventionally, the angular speed ωR1 is considered as the independent parameter, while the
input speed ωR2 and the output speeds ωGR and ωGS depend on ωR1. Due to the counter-rotating
motion between the generator rotor GR and stator GS, the relative speedωeg, given by:

ωeg = ωGR −ωGS (1)

is higher than the speed of a classical generator with fixed stator (ωGR).

(b) it has one transmission function of the external torques, defined by the qualitative relation:

c1TR1 + c2TR2 + c3TGR + TGS = 0 (2)

where ci, i = 1 . . . 3 are constant coefficients.
The static property of the 1 DOF speed increaser, i.e., the weighted summation of the two torques

generated by the two wind rotors R1 and R2:

TGR = (c1TR1 + c2TR2)/(1− c3) (3)

is obtained knowing that the electric generator operation is characterized by:

TGS = −TGR. (4)

Based on the previous qualitative properties, the paper focuses on identifying the possible
functioning cases of the planetary speed increaser and, implicitly, of the wind turbine, as well as on the
dependence of its performance on two main parameters:

the amplification ratio:
iaR1−eg = ωeg/ωR1 (5)

and the input torques ratio:
kt = −TR2/TR1. (6)

Considering the general case illustrated in Figure 1, the paper highlights the performance and
features of this new type of WTs through an example that integrates a new planetary speed increaser
(Figure 2), which is subject to patent application. This speed increaser is obtained by linking in parallel
a bevel transmission with fixed axes 2–1”−1’−3 (denoted by I, Figure 3) and a 2 DOF planetary spur
gear set with one satellite gear 4-5-6-H (denoted by II). The bevel gear 3 transmits the motion to the
sun ring gear 4, which is connected to the generator stator GS, while the carrier H takes the motion
from the main wind rotor R1. The secondary wind rotor R2 drives the ring gear 4 and, thus, the stator
GS. The shaft of the rotor GR is connected to the shaft of the sun gear 6 in the planetary gear set II.

The component transmissions, the internal and external links of the planetary speed increaser
and the torques on the WT shafts are presented in the block scheme depicted in Figure 3, which is
associated with the conceptual scheme illustrated in Figure 2.
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The kinematic and static transmission functions of the speed increaser can be determined on the
basis of the kinematic and static equations (correlations), which characterize the isolated transmissions
I and II, and the internal and external links according to the block scheme in Figure 3 [18,21,23]:

• The correlations for the input shafts:

2 = R1 :
{
ω2 = ωR1

TR1 − T2 = 0
, (7)

8 = R2 :
{
ω8 = ωR2

TR2 − T8 = 0
(8)

• The correlations for the output shafts:

6 = GR :
{
ω6 = ωGR
TGR − T6 = 0

(9)

7 = GS :
{
ω7 = ωGS
TGS − T7 = 0

(10)

• The correlations for the bevel mechanism with fixed axes I:
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I :

 i01 = i32′ =
ω3
ω2′

= ω3
ω1′

ω1′′

ω2
= −

z1′
z3

z2
z1′′

=> ω3 = i01ω2′

ω2′T2′η
w
01 +ω3T3 = 0 => T2′ = −

i01T3
ηw

01

(11)

for kt ≤ 1, w = +1, and kt > 1, w = −1, while η01 = η21′η1′′ 3 is the interior efficiency of
transmission I, η21′ and η1′′ 3 are the efficiencies of the two component bevel gear pairs, zi—the
teeth number of the component gears, i = 1’, 1”, 2, 3.

• The correlations for the planetary gear set II [12,24]:

II :


i02 = ω6H

ω4H
= − z4

z6

ω6 −ω4i02 −ωH(1− i02) = 0
T6ω6Hη

x
02 + T4ω4H = 0; x = sgn(ω6HT6) = sgn

( i02
1−i02

)
= −1

TH + T4 + T6 = 0

(12)

where sgn is the sign function and i02 the interior kinematic ratio of the planetary gear set II.
• The correlations for the connections between the planetary gear set II and the bevel transmission I:

2 = 2′ = 2′′ :
{
ω2′ = ω2′′ = ω2

T2 − T2′ − T2′′ = 0
(13)

2′′ = H :
{
ω2′′ = ωH

T2′′ − TH = 0
(14)

3 = 4 = 7 = 8 :
{
ω3 = ω4 = ω7 = ω8

−T3 − T4 + T7 + T8 = 0
(15)

• The correlations for the external links:
ωeg = ωGR −ωGS
(ωR1TR1 +ωR2TR2)ηtot +ωGRTGR +ωGSTGS = 0
Teg = TGR = −TGS
TR2 = −ktTR1, kt ≥ 0

(16)

whereωeg represents the speed of the equivalent electric generator.

Based on the previous correlations, the kinematic and static modeling of the proposed planetary
gearbox (Figure 2) is further presented, along with the power flow and efficiency analysis for four
functioning cases of the speed increaser, defined according to the input torques ratio: (a) kt = 0,
(b) 0 < kt < 1 (c) kt = 1, (d) kt > 1. The torque generated by a wind rotor can be controlled by adjusting
the pitch angle of the blades, which is considered in the paper through the adjustable parameter kt.

3. Kinematic Modeling

The aim of the kinematic modeling is to find out the kinematic transmitting functions of the speed
increaser by considering the power flows from inputs to outputs and based on the equations that
characterize both the isolated transmissions and the internal and external links, according to the block
scheme in Figure 3.

The speed transmitting function from the main wind rotor R1 to the generator rotor GR can be
expressed by:

ωGR = ωR1ia R1−GR (17)
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ia R1−GR = i02i01 + (1− i02) (18)

where ia R1−GR is the amplification kinematic ratio for the main power flow; wind rotor R1—generator
rotor GR, based on the following speed relations:

ω6 = ω4i02 +ωH(1− i02), ω4 = i01ωR1, ωH = ωR1. (19)

The speed transmitting function and the amplification kinematic ratio ia R1−GS on the power flow;
main wind rotor R1—generator stator GS, can be obtained:

ωGS = ωR1ia R1−GS (20)

ia R1−GS = i01 (21)

Similarly, the speed transmitting function from the secondary wind rotor R2 to the generator rotor
GR can be derived as follows:

ωGR = ωR2ia R2−GR, (22)

ia R2−GR = i02 + (1− i02)
1

i01
(23)

where ia R2−GR is the amplification kinematic ratio for the secondary power flow; wind rotor
R2—generator rotor GR. The angular speed of the generator stator GS in relation with the secondary
wind rotor R2 speed can be also established:

ωGS = ωR2ia R2−GS (24)

ia R2−GS = 1 (25)

Therefore, the kinematic parameters that characterize the two power flows from the wind rotors
to the equivalent electric generator are expressed by:

ωeg = ωR1ia R1−eg (26)

ia R1−eg = ia R1−GR − ia R1−GS = (1− i02)(1− i01) (27)

for the main flow, and:
ωeg = ωR2ia R2−eg, (28)

ia R2−eg =
(1− i02)(1− i01)

i01
(29)

for the secondary flow.

4. Modeling of Torques and Efficiency

The efficiency of the speed increaser ηtot depends on the efficiency values of the two component
transmissions, being influenced by the power flows and the torques on each branch, according to the kt

ratio. By considering the block scheme in Figure 3, the speed increaser efficiency can be obtained on
the basis of the following algorithm:

1. The torques transmitting function for the main power flow R1-eg is established by:

TR1 = −T3
i01

η01
+ TH, (30)

where the torques T3 and TH are given by:
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T3 = −

[
ktTR1 + TGR

(
1−

i02

η02

)]
(31)

TH = TGR

(
i02

η02
− 1

)
(32)

Therefore, the torque TR1 can be expressed as follows:

TR1 = −TGR

(
1− i01

η01

)(
1− i02

η02

)
1− i01

η01
kt

. (33)

2. The torques transmitting function for the secondary power flow R2-eg is established by the
following relation:

TR2 = −ktTR1 = TGR

(
1− i01

η01

)(
1− i02

η02

)
kt −

i01
η01

. (34)

3. The speed increaser efficiency ηtot is further determined:

ηtot = −
ωGRTGR +ωGSTGS
ωR1TR1 +ωR2TR2

=
(1− i01)(1− i02)

(
1− i01

η01
kt
)

(
1− i01

η01

)(
1− i02

η02

)
(1− i01kt)

. (35)

The relations for the kinematic and static parameters that are used in describing the wind turbine
with 1 DOF planetary speed increaser, as detailed in the block scheme in Figure 3, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The relations for the kinematic and static parameters as functions of the input parameters
(ωR1, TR1).

ω2 = ω2′ = ω2′′ = ωH = ωR1
T2 T2′ T2′′ TH

TR1 TR1
i01(kt−1)
η01−i01

TR1
η01−i01kt
η01−i01

TR1
η01−i01kt
η01−i01

ω3 = ω4 = ω8 = ω9 = ωR2 = ωGS = ωR1i01
T3 T4 T8 T9 TR2 TGS

TR1
η01(1−kt)
η01−i01

−TR1

i02
η02

(
1−

i01
η01

kt

)
(
1−

i01
η01

)(
1− i02

η02

) TR1
1−

i01
η01

kt(
1−

i01
η01

)(
1− i02

η02

) −TR1kt −TR1kt TR1
1−

i01
η01

kt(
1−

i01
η01

)(
1− i02

η02

)
ω6 = ωGR = ωR1[i02i01 + (1− i02)] ωeg = ωR1(1− i01)(1− i02)

T6 TGR Teg

−TR1
1−

i01
η01

kt(
1−

i01
η01

)(
1− i02

η02

) −TR1
1−

i01
η01

kt(
1−

i01
η01

)(
1− i02

η02

) −TR1
1−

i01
η01

kt(
1−

i01
η01

)(
1− i02

η02

)
Remark: the relations are valid for kt ≤ 1. For kt > 1,η01 has to be replaced by 1/η01.

5. Numerical Simulations and Interpretation

Based on the previous analytical relations, some relevant numerical results regarding the influence
of the amplification kinematic ratio iaR1_eg and the kt ratio on the main kinematic and static parameters,
on the transmission efficiency and output power, as well as on the power flow through the speed
increaser are further presented.

The numerical simulations are focused on three main functional aspects:

(a) The correlative influence of the amplification kinematic ratio iaR1_eg and the kt ratio on the speed
increaser efficiency; in this regard, a unitary input power at the main wind rotor is used, e.g., PR1

= 1 kW (ωR1 = 1 s−1, TR1 = 1 kNm).
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(b) The power flow distinct cases depending on the kt ratio values, for a particular value of the
kinematic ratio, i.e., iaR1_eg = 18: four functional cases are identified, and detailed in the subchapter
5.2 under the assumptions of considering and neglecting the friction in the gear pairs.

(c) The operating point of the wind system for the previous four functional cases.

A numerical example of the planetary speed increaser characterized by i02 = −8, η01 = 0.9604 and
η02 = 0.9506 are further considered as basic solution in all the performed simulations. The variation
of the amplification kinematic ratio iaR1_eg, dependent on both the interior kinematic ratios of the
transmissions I and II, is analyzed in this paper only by changing the kinematic ratio i01 of the bevel
transmission and by maintaining the kinematic ratio i02 at a constant value (i02 = −8). Several scenarios
of adjusting the torque generated by the secondary wind rotor (i.e., the kt ratio) are discussed,
considering that the speed increaser has a closed loop power flow. The power flow and the operating
point simulations are carried out for i01 = −1.

5.1. The Influence of the Amplification Kinematic Ratio and the Input Torques Ratio

The amplification kinematic ratio of the main power flow iaR1−eg depends on the interior kinematic
ratios i01 and i02, according to rel. (27), and it can significantly influence the speed increaser efficiency
for different values of the input toques ratio kt. Thus, starting from the basic speed increaser solution,
a variation of the amplification kinematic ratio iaR1−eg = 18 . . . 144 (Figure 4) is obtained by changing
the value of the interior kinematic ratio in the range i01 = −1 . . . − 15. These results highlight the
following properties of the speed increaser:

- the ηtot efficiency does not depend on the iaR1−eg ratio in the case kt = 1, i.e., the input torques
TR1 and TR2 are equal in absolute value, the efficiency being at its maximum value ηtot = 0.956,
Figure 4a,b;

- for lower values of the kt parameter (kt < 0.1), the ηtot efficiency decreases continuously with the
increase of the amplification kinematic ratio, Figure 4b; the ηtot efficiency has a growing trend
for higher subunit values (0.1 < kt < 1) and in the range of high values of the amplification ratio,
Figure 4b;

- if the secondary wind rotor generates higher torques than the main rotor, |TR2| > TR1 (i.e., kt > 1),
the ηtot efficiency increases continuously with the increase of the amplification kinematic ratio
(Figure 4b, kt = 1.2).

The results of the numerical simulations for different values of the kt ratio in the case of the basic
solution (i01 = −1, i02 = −8) are presented in Figure 5; accordingly, the following conclusions can
be drawn:

- the transmission efficiency increases with the increase of the kt ratio until the secondary wind
rotor torque becomes equal to that of the main rotor (kt = 1), after which it decreases continuously
with the increase of kt ratio, regardless of the value of the amplification ratio (Figure 5a,b);

- the useful mechanical power Peg at the equivalent generator input has a linear variation with
respect to kt (Figure 5c,d), being directly dependent on the power introduced in the system by the
secondary wind rotor R2.

Therefore, this type of wind turbine can be designed to function with high amplification kinematic
ratios and efficiency, mainly when the input torques ratio kt is maintained around the unitary value.
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5.2. Power Flow

Power transmitting from inputs to outputs can be done in an open or closed loop flow according
to the kt values, the power flow configuration also influencing the speed increaser efficiency. For equal
torques of the two wind rotors (kt = 1), the power transmitted by the bevel transmission I becomes
null (i.e., T2′ = 0) and, therefore, it represents the limit value at which the change of the power flow
direction through this transmission occurs.

Considering the basic solution of the planetary speed increaser (i01 = −1, i02 = −8, η01 = 0.9604,
η02 = 0.9506), the power flows without friction (Figure 6) and with friction (Figure 7) are analyzed in
four distinct functional cases depending on the value of the kt ratio:

• Case 1: the torque of the secondary wind rotor is null TR2 = 0, i.e., kt = 0, Figures 6a and 7a.
This situation occurs when the secondary wind turbine is set so as not to generate mechanical
power, the gearbox thus running with one input and two outputs at the efficiency value ηtot = 0.937,
in case of considering friction (Figure 7a);

• Case 2: kt = 1, Figures 6b and 7b. In this situation, the bevel transmission I is no longer involved
in the mechanical power transmitting and, thus, decoupling of the two power inputs occurs:
the power generated by the main wind rotor R1 is entirely transmitted to the generator rotor GR,
the secondary wind rotor R2 ensures the power requirements for the generator stator GS, and the
power difference is transmitted to the GR rotor. In this case, the gearbox efficiency becomes
ηtot = 0.956, Figure 7b.

• Case 3: 0 < kt < 1, Figures 6c and 7c. The power of the main wind rotor R1 branches through the
two transmissions I and II, the flow through the bevel mechanism I merges with the power flow
of the wind rotor R2, which is then distributed to the generator stator GS and to the generator
rotor GR. In this case, for a power of the R2 rotor equal to 0.5 of the R1 rotor power; according to
Figure 7c, a gearbox efficiency of ηtot = 0.949 is obtained.

• Case 4: kt > 1, Figures 6d and 7d. In this case, the power generated by the secondary wind rotor
R2 is transmitted in a branched way to the stator GS and to the rotor GR by both transmissions I
and II. As a result, the power flow through the transmission I is reversed with respect to case 3,
a part of the power generated by the secondary wind rotor R2 being summed up with that of the
main rotor R1 and then transmitted to the generator rotor GR through the planetary gear set II.
For the numerical example, the planetary transmission efficiency is ηtot = 0.952, Figure 7d.
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According to the numerical example, the planetary gearbox operates with higher efficiency for
values of the secondary wind rotor torques around the limit value (kt ≈ 1), which corresponds to close
values of the two input torques. In the particular case kt = 1, the torque transmitted by the bevel
transmission I becomes null and, therefore, it has the role of a kinematic mechanism.
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5.3. Operating Point

The stationary operating point of a wind system of the type: two CRWR-1 DOF speed
increaser-CREG, Figures 1 and 2, can be determined if the transmitting functions of the speed
increaser are known: three kinematic functions, relations (17), (20), and (24) and 1 function for torques,
relation (33), the mechanical characteristics of the two wind rotors and the mechanical characteristic of
the equivalent electric generator. The equality relation in absolute value between the torques of the
rotor GR and the stator GS, according to Equation (16), is added to the previous seven independent
equations. The values of the eight kinematic and static external parameters, associated to the four
external links described in Figure 3, which present the operating point in the WT steady-state regime,
can be obtained from these eight equations.

The hypothesis of linear mechanical characteristics for both wind rotors and the equivalent
electric generator is considered in this paper—a situation encountered in practice at direct current (DC)
electric generators.

Considering that the torque of the secondary wind rotor and, implicitly, its mechanical
characteristics can be adjusted through the kt ratio, the calculation of the operating point will
be further exemplified in four representative cases kt = [0; 0.5; 1; 1.4].

The mechanical characteristics of wind rotors can be expressed as follows:

TR1,2 = −aR1,2ωR1,2 + bR1,2 (36)

and can be reduced to the equivalent output shaft (es) of the speed increaser (the shaft 6 ≡ GR having
the torque unmodified, and the speed equal to the relative speed between the rotor and the stator of
the electric generator), obtaining a linear equation of the type:

Tes = −aes(ωGR −ωGS) + bes, (37)

where aR1,2, bR1,2, aes, and bes are constant coefficients and Tes = TGR. Note that the interior kinematic
ratios of the speed increaser (i01 and i02) are known, and the coefficients aR2, bR2, aes, and bes depend on
the kt ratio.

Considering the relation ofωR1 derived from rel. (1) and (26):

ωR1 =
ωGR −ωGS

(1− i02)(1− i01)
(38)

the Tes expression is obtained:

Tes = TR1D = −
aR1D

(1− i02)(1− i01)
(ωGR −ωGS) + bR1D, (39)

where

D = −
1− i01

η01
kt(

1− i01
η01

)(
1− i02

η02

) . (40)

The coefficients of the mechanical characteristics of the two wind rotors R1 and R2, reduced to the
output equivalent shaft es of the speed increaser are obtained according to Equations (37) and (39):

aes =
aR1D

(1− i02)(1− i01)
, bes = bR1D. (41)

Knowing the mechanical characteristic of the equivalent electric generator:
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− Teg = aegωeg − beg (42)

where aeg and beg are constant coefficients, the operating point of the wind turbine in steady-state
regime can be obtained by solving the following system:

Tes = −aesωes + bes

−Teg = aegωeg − beg

−Tes + Teg = 0
ωes = ωeg = ωGR −ωGS

(43)

The coordinates of the operating point on the equivalent output shaft (ωes, Tes) are thus obtained:

ωes =
beg − bes

aeg − aes
, (44)

Tes = −aesωes + bes (45)

The values of all kinematic and static, external and internal parameters of the wind system can be
further determined by means of the numerical values of the coordinates (ωes, Tes), calculated with the
relations (44) and (45).

For a numerical case of the wind turbine type presented in Figure 2, the values of the constant
parameters and of the operating point coordinates are tabulated (see Table 2 below) for four values of
the kt ratio. The operation point parameters can be graphically obtained by reducing the mechanical
characteristics of the two wind rotors to the equivalent output shaft es (Figure 8).

Table 2. Functional parameters of the wind turbine in steady-state regime.

WT Component Constant Parameters Variable
Parameters

kt

0 0.5 1 1.4

Main wind rotor R1
aR1= 0.386 kNms
bR1= 73.5 kNm

ωR1 [s−1] 4.71 5.42 6.13 6.94

TR1 [kNm] 71.68 71.40 71.13 70.82

PR1 [kW] 337.61 386.99 436.03 491.49

Secondary wind rotor R2
ωR2 [s−1] 0 −5.42 −6.13 −6.94

TR2 [kNm] 0 −35.70 −71.13 −99.15

PR2 [kW] 0 193.49 436.03 688.10

Speed increaser iaR1−eg= 18 ηtot 0.9366 0.9494 0.9559 0.9171

Equivalent output shaft aes [kNms] −0.0011 −0.0017 −0.0023 −0.0027

bes [kNm] −3.8243 −5.8153 −7.8063 −9.3360

Equivalent electric generator
aeg = 0.15 kNms

beg = 9 kNm

ωeg [s−1] 84.77 97.54 110.41 120.07

Teg [kNm] −3.73 −5.65 −7.55 −9.01

Peg [kW] −316.21 −551.11 −833.60 −1081.80

The results obtained by simulating the operating point also highlight the possibility of increasing
the mechanical power at the generator input by increasing the kt ratio, Figure 8. The optimal wind
turbine operation (i.e., with maximum efficiency) is achieved for torques of the secondary wind rotor
R2 adjusted to quasi-equal values of the main wind rotor R1 torques (i.e., kt ≈ 1), Table 2.
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6. Conclusions

The performance of a new, patent-pending solution of a 1 DOF planetary transmission is analyzed
in this paper, meant to increase the speeds and torques in the counter-rotating wind turbines with
counter-rotating electric generator. The speed increaser is obtained by parallel connection of a two-step
bevel transmission with a 2 DOF planetary gear set. This example was used to explain the proposed
kinematic and static modeling algorithm that allows identifying the speed increaser efficiency and
performance of the wind turbine which integrates this type of gearbox, by solving the stationary
operating point problem.

Using the properties of 1 DOF transmissions with two inputs and two outputs of summing
up the torques/powers and distributing an external speed in a determined way, the proposed
transmission allows both an increase in the relative speed between the electric generator rotor and
stator, and additional power/torque input brought by the secondary wind turbine.

Beyond the advantage of increasing power, the use of these wind turbines with counter-rotating
components allows a more efficient operation of the electric generator by providing increased speeds
along with a compact design. The results presented in the form of kinematic and static computing
methodology, analytical models, and diagrams developed for various case studies may prove useful for
researchers and designers in the field to establish advantageous solutions of planetary speed increasers
for counter-rotating wind turbines that integrate electric generators with mobile stators in which speed
needs to be increased proportionally with the power increase.
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Nomenclature

WT Wind turbine DOF Degree of freedom
CRWT Counter-rotating wind turbine M Mechanism degree of freedom
CRWR Counter-rotating wind rotors GR Electric generator rotor
CREG Counter-rotating electric generator GS Electric generator stator
R1 Main wind rotor L Number of mechanism inputs and outputs
R2 Secondary wind rotor eg Equivalent electric generator
SI Speed Increaser ia Amplification kinematic ratio
ω Angular speed η0 Transmission interior efficiency
T Torque i0 Transmission interior kinematic ratio
kt Input torques ratio ηtot Efficiency of the speed increaser
z Gear teeth number es Equivalent output shaft of the transmission
H Planetary carrier PR1,2 Power of the wind rotor R1,2
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